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Protein foldingAquaporins are highly selective polytopic transmembrane channel proteins that facilitate the permeation of
water across cellular membranes in a large diversity of organisms. Defects in aquaporin function are associated
with common diseases, such as nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, congenital cataract and certain types of cancer.
In general, aquaporins have a highly conserved structure; from prokaryotes to humans. The conserved structure,
together with structural dynamics and the structural framework for substrate selectivity is discussed. The folding
pathway of aquaporins has been a topic of several studies in recent years. These studies revealed that a conserved
protein structure can be reached by following different folding pathways. Based on the available data, we suggest
a complex folding pathway for aquaporins, starting from the insertion of individual helices up to the formation of
the tetrameric aquaporin structure. The consequences of some knownmutations in human aquaporin-encoding
genes, which most likely affect the folding and stability of human aquaporins, are discussed.
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eider).1. Introduction: the aquaporin family
Aquaporins are highly selective polytopic transmembrane (TM)
channel proteins with a molecular mass of 26–34 kDa, which facilitate
water ﬂux across cellular membranes in a large diversity of organisms
[1]. As the passive ﬂux of water is driven by the osmotic gradient, aqua-
porins play a crucial role for osmoregulation inmany tissues [2]. Defects
in human aquaporin functions are associated with common diseases,
Table 1
Aqua(glycero)porins with solved structures.
Protein name Organism Resolution PDB-ﬁle Reference
AQP0 Bovine lens 2.24 Å 1YMG [114]
AQP0 Ovis aries
Sheep lens
3.0 Å 1SOR [118]
AQP1 Homo sapiens rbc 3.8 Å 1FQY [146]
AQP1 Bos taurus 2.20 Å 1J4N [40]
AQP2 Homo sapiens 2.75 Å 4NEF [147]
AQP4 Rattus norvegicus 3.2 Å 2D57 [148]
AQP4 Homo sapiens 1.8 Å 3GD8 [149]
AQP5 (HSAQP5) Homo sapiens 2.0 Å 3D9S [150]
AQPM Methanothermobacter
marburgensis
1.68 Å 2F2B [151]
AQPZ Escherichia coli 2.5 Å 1RC2 [41]
SOPIP2;1 Spinacia oleracea 2.10 Å 1Z98 [56]
GLPF Escherichia coli 2.2 Å 1FX8 [23]
PFAQP Plasmodium falciparum 2.05 Å 3C02 [152]
AQY1 Pischia pastoris 1.15 Å 2W2E [153]
623N. Klein et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1848 (2015) 622–633such as nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, congenital cataract and certain
types of cancer [3–10]. Although selectively facilitatingwater ﬂux across
membranes is the major physiological function of aquaporins, some
familymembers are also permeable to othermolecules, such as urea, ni-
trate and silicon, to gases such as ammonia, carbon dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide and tometalloids, such as arsenic and antimony [1,11–14]. Fur-
thermore, there is also evidence that the human aquaporin AQP1 is per-
meable to gaseous CO2 [15], and the gas-conducting channel is
postulated to form in the center of an AQP1 tetramer.
Aquaporins are categorized into three subfamilies, based on the
conservation of the amino acids ﬂanking two conserved amino acid
motifs (NPA motifs) [16,17]. In humans, the classical aquaporins
(AQP0, AQP1, AQP2, AQP4, AQP5, AQP6 and AQP8) are only permeable
to water, whereas members of the subfamily of aquaglyceroporins
(AQP3, AQP7, AQP9 and AQP10) are additionally permeable to glycerol
and other small, polar solutes [13,17–19]. AQP11 and AQP12 are catego-
rized as “unorthodox aquaporins”, as they do not share a high sequence
identity around the conserved NPA motifs, as common for classical
aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins (see below). Although AQP1, which
is found in erythrocyte membranes and various tissues including the
kidney, lung, vascular endothelium, brain and eye, was the ﬁrst aquapo-
rin to be characterized in 1992 [20–22], the glycerol facilitator GlpF
of the bacterium Escherichia coli (E. coli) is thus far the best studied
member of the aquaporin family. GlpF has served as an experimentally
accessible aquaporin model for many years, and the GlpF crystal
structure was solved more than a decade ago [23]. The protein consists
of 281 amino acids and has amolecularmass of 28 kDa. Besides glycerol
and other linear polyalcohols it facilitates theﬂux of urea and antimony-
(III)-hydroxide across membranes, whereas sugars are not GlpF sub-
strates. Despite the fact that GlpF was crystallized as a homo-tetramerFig. 1. Aquaporin topology. (A) Indicated in blue and green are the two inverted repeat subdom
and 5, 6, 8) and one half-spanning helix (3 and 7), and the two subdomains are orientated in a 1
(A–E). Loops B and E contain the two half-spanning helices (3 and7)with the highly conservedN
on the native tetrameric GlpF structure. The substrate conducting channel is located within ea[23], the oligomeric state of GlpF was the topic of many controversial
discussions during the past decade [24–28]. However, by now it is com-
monly accepted that GlpF forms stable tetramers, which are even highly
stable in detergent solutions.2. The conserved structure of aqua(glycero)porins
In recent years, several structures of aquaporins have been solved,
and crystal structures of 14 aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins from 9
different organisms have been published with resolutions varying
between 0.88 Å and 3.8 Å (Table 1). Importantly, the overall structures
of all aqua(glycero)porins are essentially identical, regardless of the
subfamily or the host organism.
An aqua(glycero)porinmonomer consists of a total of six TM helices
and two reentry loops, which both form a half-spanning helix (Fig. 1A).
These half-TM helices, which both contain the highly conserved NPA
motif at their individual N-termini, align lengthwise and in this way
span the membrane with a helical structure. The eight helices together
form a right-handed helix bundle with the channel pore in its center
(Fig. 1B), and the overall structure of an aqua(glycero)porin monomer
is reminiscent of an hourglass (Fig. 2A) [29]. In the following, we will
refer to the helices according to their consecutive number, including
both half-spanning helices rather than numbering only the TM helices.
All aquaporin monomers comprise two subdomains with 3.5 TM
segments, each with the same tertiary fold but oriented in the mem-
brane at a 180° angle (Fig. 1A). The inverted repeat structure places
both the N- and C-termini of the proteins in the cytoplasm [30] and is
a common theme amonghelical bundlemembrane proteins [31]. It pro-
vides the protein with an internal “quasi-symmetry” with a twofold
pseudo axis of rotation. This internal tandem repeat is conserved
among all aqua(glycero)porins and probably reﬂects the evolution of
the aquaporins: during the course of evolution a primordial precursor
gene likely coded for a proteinwith dual TM topology, and thus aquapo-
rin precursor proteins were protein dimers [32]. After gene duplication,
the individual subdomains evolved separately and eventually fused,
resulting in the aquaporin genes/proteins found today. Noteworthy,
although characteristic for all aqua(glycero)porins, there are further
proteins with an aquaporin fold, albeit they do not belong to the
aquaporin family. Prominent examples are the formate channel FocA
[33–35] and the nitrite channel NirC [36].
Like many other α-helical TM proteins, aquaporins assemble within
biological membranes and form higher ordered oligomers. For a long
time it was assumed that all classical aquaporins form homo-tetramers
while all aquaglyceroporins are active as monomers [24–27]. In later
studies, however, it was found that aquaglyceroporins, too, are present
as homo-tetramers in biological membranes, but that their protomer–
protomer association seems to be weaker than what is observed in
canonical aquaporins [28,37–39].ains found in an aquaporin monomer. Each subdomain consists of three TM helices (1, 2, 4
80° angle in themembrane. TMhelices are connected viaﬁve extra- and intracellular loops
PAmotifs at the interface. (B) GlpF crystal structure (PDB ID: 1FX8) [23]. Periplasmic view
ch monomer. IC = intracellular and EC = extracellular.
Fig. 2. Structural basis of substrate speciﬁcity. (A)A ribbon representation of a GlpFmonomer secondary structure. N indicates the amino terminus at the bottom right and C is the carboxyl
terminus at the bottom left. Residues 68–78 of the amino terminal half-spanning helix (ribbon) and the NPAmotif (CPK) are colored in bright blue and residues 203–217 of the carboxy-
terminal half-spanning helix (ribbon) and the NPAmotif (CPK) are colored in bright green, except for Arg206 of the ar/R SF, which is colored red (CPK). (B) A surface representation of a
GlpFmonomer using a 1.4 Å probe. The double-headed arrow indicates an approximate 15Åwide funnel that narrows to 3.4 Å at the SF. The view is of the GlpF vestibule looking down on
the extracellular surface. Glycerol molecules are gradually dehydrated through interactions with the protein. The images were made using VMD (developed with NIH support by the
Theoretical and Computational Biophysics group at the Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), DS ViewerPro and PDB ID: 1FX8 from [23].
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The substrate speciﬁcity of aqua(glycero)porins is determined princi-
pally by an aromatic/arginine (ar/R) selectivity ﬁlter (SF) (Fig. 2A) that
sits at the bottom of a 15 Å-wide vestibule above the extracellular pore
entrance (Fig. 2B). The SF forms the narrowest part of the channel, and
in classical aquaporins the width of the ﬁlter is 2.8 Å, just wide enough
to accept a water molecule [40,41]. In GlpF, the ﬁlter widens to 3.4 Å to
accommodate a CHOH group from dehydrated glycerol or other linear
polyalcohols [42], but sugars are much too large to enter [23]. The pore
dimensions should easily permit hydroxide ions, hydronium ions andFig. 3.H-bonding in the Speciﬁcity Filter. (A) Protein H-bond donors and acceptors in the AQP1
showshow the protein can satisfy all fourH-bonding sites in awatermolecule. TheH-bond angl
[43]. (B) H-bond donors and acceptors to glycerol in the SF of GlpF are illustrated based on the X
Gly199 accepts an H-bond from O1, and Phe200 accepts an H-bond from O2. H-bonds from Ala2
[23]. Trp48 and Phe200 aromatic rings provide a hydrophobic corner to interact with the C–H
Publishing Software (Version 6.0.1).protons to cross the membrane, yet nearly all aqua(glycero)porins are
highly selective against the passage of these ions.
In addition to dimensional ﬁltering, the ar/R SF also provides chem-
ical ﬁltering. In the human AQP1, the SF selects for water by providing
two H-bond donors (Arg227) and two acceptors (His212, and Ala221)
that satisfy all four H-bonding sites in a water molecule [43] (Fig. 3A).
Hydroxide ions are selected against water molecules because they can-
not H-bond simultaneously with Ala221 and His212 [43]. In a similar
fashion, the GlpF SF selects for glycerol using the homologous Arg206
to donate H-bonds to the O1 and O2 glycerol oxygens; Gly199 accepts
an H-bond from O1 and Phe200 accepts an H-bond from O2 (Fig. 3B).SF are illustrated. The ﬁgure is based on a snapshot from aMD simulation of AQP1 [43] and
es are not ideal, ensuring thatwater does not get trapped in the channel but transits rapidly
-ray diffraction structure [23]. Arg206 donates H-bonds to theO1 and O2 glycerol oxygens,
01 and Trp48 to the O3 and O1 of glycerol respectively, aremediated by a watermolecule
groups from glycerol (see Fig. 4). The images were made using ChemDoodle: Chemical
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tively, are mediated by a water molecule [23]. In GlpF, the SF is amphi-
pathic and the Trp48 and Phe200 aromatic rings provide a hydrophobic
corner to interact with the C–H groups from glycerol (Fig. 4).
A third component of the ﬁlter is the concentration of positive elec-
trostatic potential that is maximal at the center of the channel [43]. This
receives contributions both from the arginine in the ar/R SF [44] and
from the two half-spanning helices (3 and 7) that point the positive
(amino) ends of their helical macrodipoles at the center of the channel
(Fig. 2A) [45]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of both AQP1 and
GlpF suggest that proton transport by theGrotthussmechanism,where-
by protons tunnel betweenH-bondedwatermolecules, is inhibited pre-
dominantly by the large electrostatic barrier (105 kJ/mol) [46] focused
on theNPA region. Mutations of the arginine in the SF appear to conﬁrm
this hypothesis [44]. Desolvation penalties and conﬁgurational barriers
also contribute to substrate speciﬁcity. Water and glycerol move
through the channel pore in a single-ﬁle column. As water and glycerol
penetrate their respective pores, solvent substrateH-bonds are replaced
by channel substrate H-bonds lowering the energy barrier to transport
and enabling extremely rapid (ns) transport rates [47]. Protons,
hydronium ions and hydroxide ions in the channel are energetically
destabilized compared to bulk solvent, because desolvation is not com-
pensated by interactionswith the channelwall [46,47]. This is especially
pronounced in glycerol channels; they select against hydroxide, hydro-
nium and other ions, and even water, because hydration shell removal
cannot be compensated for on the hydrophobic wall of the channel
[23] (Fig. 4). A recent 20 nsMD simulation based on a 0.88 Å-resolution
X-ray diffraction structure of AQP1 showed water molecules moving in
pairs through the SF and the cytoplasmic half of the channel, whereas in
the NPA region the correlated motion is highly perturbed owing to in-
teractions with the protein [43]. This result conﬁrmed several earlier
MD simulations [48,49] suggesting that Grotthuss proton transport isFig. 4. The amphipathic GlpF pore. Non-polar side-chains that line one face of the GlpF
pore and interact with glycerol C–H groups are colored blue. They include Trp48, Val52,
Leu67, Leu159, Ile187 and Phe200. Polar side-chains on the opposite face are colored red
and include His66, Asn68, Gly199, Phe200, Ala201, and Arg206. Depicted is also a glycerol
passing the translocation pore. The view is looking downward onto the periplasmic sur-
face of a monomer. The image was made using the DS ViewerPro software and PDB ID:
1FX8 from [23].at least partly inhibited owing to the bipolar orientation of the water
molecules in the channel above and below the NPA motifs.
Although there is signiﬁcant agreement as to the factors that
contribute to substrate selectivity in aqua(glycero)porins, further
biochemical support is needed [46]. For example, measurements of
in vivo, in vitro and in silico substrateﬂow for selectedmutants, designed
to inhibit or enhance ﬂow, could contribute signiﬁcantly to our under-
standing of how these extraordinary proteins carry out their biological
activities [44,45]. This view is supported by an emerging area of
research involving putative “dual substrate” aquaporins that transport
water or glycerol and also serve as gated ion channels, as has been
observed in some aqua(glycero)porin channels (e.g. AQP0, 1, 6 and
plant aquaporins) under physiological and non-physiological condi-
tions [50].
It is well established that protein dynamics play a key role in the ex-
pression of the biological activity of proteins including membrane pro-
teins [51]. With the caveat that X-ray diffraction temperature B-factors
may greatly underestimate the conformational heterogeneity of
proteins [52], in general, low temperature B-factors suggest that the
aqua(glycero)porins are conformationally rigid throughout their struc-
tures [53]. Large-scale dynamic ﬂuctuations in the dimensions of the
pore would presumably permit a wider range of substrate sizes to
cross themembrane, suggesting that the protein in its nativemembrane
is relatively inﬂexible. However, an early nanosecondMD simulation of
GlpF showed that the pore narrowed upon the removal of glycerol,
suggesting an “induced-ﬁt” mechanism by which the pore widens in
response to interactionswith glycerol [48]. An emerging area of interest
is the regulation of substrate ﬂow in some aqua(glycero)porins, and this
has recently been reviewed [54]. The most convincing physiological
evidence for regulated gating is the channel closure that occurs in
plant aquaporins (Plasma Membrane Intrinsic Proteins, PIP) upon
serine dephosphorylation, pH drop or addition of calcium ions [55].
High-resolution X-ray diffraction structures [56] of open and closed
PIP channels show a slightly longer loop D (Fig. 1A) that moves by up
to 16 Å occluding the channel on the cytoplasmic side of the protein.
MD simulations show thatmuch of the conformational change, including
expansion and contraction of the channel pores, occurs within 15 ns. An-
other example is the allosteric regulation of AQP0 by Ca2+-calmodulin.
This is the ﬁrst example, in which the role of the tetramer has been
shown to provide a scaffold for communication between the protomers
of the tetramer [57]. Regulation of other aqua(glycero)porins is an active
area of research but has been difﬁcult to conﬁrm [54].
Of considerable interest to aqua(glycero)porin folding and function
was a hydrogen-deuterium exchange study of detergent-solubilized
GlpF [58] that showed residues in half-spanning helix 7 undergoing
a much more rapid exchange than in the rest of the protein. It was
suggested thatﬂexibility in this regionmight be important in permitting
rapid substrate ﬂux by a “molecular lubrication” mechanism; the
rapid dynamics in this region were conﬁrmed by oxidative labeling
experiments [58]. However, it will be crucial to determine whether this
region is also ﬂexible in a lipid bilayer or in vivo. Ten nanosecond MD
simulations of GlpF in octylglucoside micelles and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) bilayers showed a signiﬁcantly
greater loop and helix motion in the detergent-solubilized protein com-
pared to the bilayer-embedded protein [59], although in general
the structures remained intact over the course of the simulations. The
nanosecondMDdata donot contradict the hydrogen exchangemeasure-
ments since hydrogen exchange is sensitive to protein dynamics on the
microsecond and slower timescale. In AQP1 it has been proposed that
the half-spanning helix 3 can slide out of the membrane and this has
been suggested as an important step in the assembly of the folded pro-
tein [60]. Although, there is a paucity of experimentally determined
high-resolution dynamics studies of membrane proteins, recent hard-
ware and algorithm advances in MD simulations in bilayers promise to
shed light on the long-term MD of these proteins and their role in
aqua(glycero)porin folding and function [61,62].
Fig. 5.GlpF folding inmultiple steps. Helices are highlighted in different colors. In stage one,
helices are inserted independently into themembranebilayers in an initial six-spanning to-
pology. In a second stage, helices of one GlpF subdomain interact before the inverted repeat
subdomains interactwith each other in a third stage. Folding of GlpF is completed following
membrane integration of the reentrant loops in stage four. Stageﬁve depicts the interaction
of twomonomers forming a dimer. From then on, two routes are possible. Tetramerization
can occur either in one step by dimerization of two GlpF dimers or by sequential addition of
two GlpF monomers, involving a trimeric state.
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4.1. The GlpF monomer folds in multiple stages
The folding pathway of aquaporins has been the topic of several
studies in recent years. Surprisingly, these studies revealed that a
conserved protein structure does not guarantee an identical folding
pathway. While the folding pathway of human AQP4, a water channel
expressed in astrocytes [63], and probably of most of the other aquapo-
rins, is entirely co-translational, AQP1 folding is more complex and
involves co- as well as post-translational steps and even includes reori-
entation ofα-helices across the cellular membrane [64–66]. However, a
study of AQP1 biogenesis in intact mammalian cells also revealed a
completely co-translational folding pathway and it has been suggested
that weak signal anchor and stop transfer activities within the protein
can be compensated in a natural environment, whereas artiﬁcial
surroundingsmight trigger initial misfolding [67]. In general, aquaporin
folding pathways appear to exceed formerly proposed two- and three-
stage pathways by far [68–70].
While the oligomeric state and the in vivo or in vitro stability of GlpF
have been analyzed to some extent, little is known about folding of the
monomeric protein. In linewith the two-stagemodel ofmembrane pro-
tein folding [68,69], the calculated free energies of transfer of all six GlpF
TM helices suggest that all TM helices can insert independently into the
membrane bilayer and can (conceptually) be described as stable TMhe-
lices, which might only be loosely connected via interhelical loops or
linker regions. The two reentrant half-spanning helices 3 and 7 very
likely insert into the membrane only at a later stage. This is supported
by the protein's overall topology, as TMhelices 2 and 4 aswell as TMhe-
lices 6 and 8 show an antiparallel orientation and the half-helices could
barely act as a stop-transfer signal anchor during the translocation pro-
cess. Either after or even already during their synthesis and membrane
release, individual TM helices will interact to form higher ordered TM
helix structures [71]. Especially interactions between the parallel TM
helices 1 and 4 and TM helices 5 and 8, as well as interactions
between the antiparallel TM helices 2 and 6 are notable. All of these
TM helices contain common interaction motifs, such as GxxxA or
SxxxGxxxA, and TM helix 8 even contains a perfect glycine zipper
motif GxxxGxxxG [72]. In addition to close van der Waals packing
interactions mediated by these motifs, the helix dimers are thought to
be stabilized by Cα–H⋯O H-bonds, which are established between the
noted helix pairs [73].
As already mentioned above, all aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins
show two inverted repeat subdomains. These pseudo-symmetric pro-
tein halves showhomology in their overall structure and have a high se-
quence similarity. It appears reasonable to assume an analogous folding
pathway with a still retained independent folding capability of the
two homologous GlpF protein halves. This implies that helices of the
same GlpF subdomain interact before helices, belonging to different
subdomains (Fig. 5). Interactions between the parallel helices (TM
helices 1 + 4 and 5 + 8) are crucial for folding of the respective GlpF
subdomains, while the antiparallel interaction between TM helices 2
and 6 connects the two subdomains (Fig. 5). When a nascent polypep-
tide chain is inserted into the membrane, the TM helices of the ﬁrst
repetitive unit, i.e. TM helices 1, 2 and 4, are the ﬁrst helices able to
interact. In the fully foldedmonomer, helices 1 and 4, as well as the cor-
responding helices 5 and 8 of the second subdomain, lie in close contact.
According to this proposal, (parallel) packing of helices of a subdomain
takes place before helices of different subdomains interact. Interaction
of the two antiparallel subdomains is subsequently mediated by
interaction of TM helices 2 and 6, involving six putative H-bonds [73].
Therefore, initial folding of individual GlpF subdomains would be a
deﬁned stage in an overall GlpF folding pathway.
However, it is still unclear at what stage exactly and in which way
the reentrant loops are inserted into the membrane. These half-helices
are important both for the structure and function of GlpF, as theycontain the highly conserved NPA motifs. As several charged residues
are incorporated in both half-helices and as these residues are located
at the center of the GlpF monomer within the membrane plane, forma-
tion of these half-helices very likely occurs rather late in the folding
pathway, after the full TM helices have interacted with one another
and have formed an environment that allows formation and integration
of the (polar) half-helices [69]. Noteworthy, the TM conformation of the
initially formed TM helix bundle might differ from the ﬁnally folded
GlpF monomer. After folding of the monomer, successive steps lead to
the ﬁnal tetrameric GlpF structure (see below).
4.2. Oligomerization is crucial for the GlpF function and stability
Ever since its discovery, GlpF has served as a model protein for
studyingmembrane protein folding and assembly, and based on its fea-
tures and characteristics, several studies on folding and assembly of
higher ordered membrane proteins have been performed [28,37,74,
75]. Especially its stability during SDS-PAGE, where it maintains its
Fig. 6. Transitions during SDS-induced unfolding of GlpF. Partial unfolding of the GlpF in-
dividual monomers precedes dissociation of the GlpF tetramers, as observed via CD and
Trp ﬂuorescence spectroscopy as well as by SDS-PAGE analysis. The mole fractions SDS
of the respective transition points from one to the next folding intermediate are given.
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stabilities of other aquaporins have already been analyzed to some ex-
tent before [76,77], although details of their folding and oligomerization
mechanisms still remainmainly enigmatic. In addition to classical aqua-
porins and glycerol facilitators, many other membrane proteins, too,
exist in higher ordered oligomeric structures. In some cases the necessi-
ty for oligomerization is clear, as in the case of the potassium channel
KcsA or the acetylcholine receptor, where the central pore lies within
the oligomer [78–83]. In contrast to such obligate oligomers, the bene-
ﬁts of oligomerization are less clear for other proteins, such as aquapo-
rins and ammonia transporters [83]. Generally, larger proteins aremore
resistant to denaturation and degradation than smaller proteins [84],
suggesting that aquaporin oligomers may form to stabilize the tertiary
fold, preventing aggregation and stabilizing the conformation that
permits strict substrate selectivity.
Until recently, no information was available about homo-tetra-
mer formation and about the forces and factors that drive oligomer-
ization and further stabilize the assembled state. In addition to the
aforementioned folding stages, GlpF tetramerization and assembly
can be seen as a separate folding stage, which itself might involve
multiple steps.
The crystal structure of the tetrameric GlpF complex revealed two
Mg2+ ions bound in the central pore of the GlpF tetramer, which are
coordinated by residues Trp42 or Glu43 of all GlpF monomers [23]. It
is assumed that these ions are not naturally located in the tetramer cen-
ter of GlpF but are rather the result of the applied crystallization meth-
od. In fact, the Mg2+ ions are dispensable for in vitro tetramerization
[28]. In order to assess whether the coordinating residues are somehow
crucial for GlpF oligomerization or for stabilization of the protein com-
plex, the oligomeric states of GlpF mutants with substituted residues
Trp42 and Glu43 were analyzed [74]. While mutating the Trp residue
at position 42 to Ala did not affect oligomerization, a mutation of the
neighboring Glu residue to Ala signiﬁcantly disturbed GlpF oligomeriza-
tion. In contrast to the wild-type (wt) protein, the E43A mutant
appeared mainly as a monomeric protein on SDS gels, and a decreased
oligomerization propensity was also observed in vivo, using a genetic
system [85]. Thus, in contrast to Trp42, the polar residue Glu43 appears
to be critical for tetramer assembly. In fact, not an Asp residue per se, but
a charged or at least a highly polar residue is required at position 43 to
ensure proper GlpF tetramerization [74]. Furthermore, the activity
of the E43A mutant was ~30% decreased compared to the wt protein,
indicating that oligomerization and function of GlpF are ultimately
linked. This is probably caused by slight changes in the tertiary structure
upon tetramerization, which potentially render the protein fully active.
Furthermore, the ΔGapp values of wt GlpF and E43A mutant oligomeri-
zation were calculated and it was found that the mutation destabilizes
the protein tetramer by ~7 kJ/mol [74]. This destabilization also resulted
in a reduced in vivo stability of the GlpF monomer, which was degraded
much faster by cellular proteases and therefore has a much shorter
half-life than native, tetrameric GlpF [74]. A higher susceptibility to
degradation might also be indicated by an analysis of the B-factor
values [86], which are low at the protomer–protomer interfaces, in-
dicating high rigidity [83]. Protomer dissociation weakens the rigid-
ity of the GlpFmonomer in the interface region and leads to exposure
of ﬂexible parts, which correlates with a decreased in vivo stability.
The two helices facing the center of the GlpF tetramer, TM helices 2
and 6, are also less hydrophobic than the helices, which contact the
lipid environment. An exposure of these more hydrophilic regions
to the hydrophobic membrane milieu upon dissociation, too, might
account for the increased turnover rate. Thus, besides being crucial
for optimal activity, oligomerization affects protein stability and
proteolytic degradation.
Noteworthy, one further reason for oligomerization – at least in the
case of some aquaporins – could be the formation of an additional pore
in the center of the homo-tetramer, as discussed for human AQP1 and
the tobacco aquaporin NtAQP1 [15,87].4.3. GlpF unfolding involves multiple structural transitions
Subsequent to the survey of residues affecting GlpF oligomerization,
the formation of GlpF homo-tetramers was analyzed via an in vitro
unfolding assay [75]. Based on experiments inwhich GlpFwas unfolded
stepwise, GlpF appears to unfold in a two-step process, which involves
an equilibrium of a tetrameric, a dimeric and a monomeric GlpF state.
Semi-native SDS-PAGE analyses illustrated the transition from the
GlpF tetramer to the monomer. With increasing SDS mole fractions,
the intensity of the tetramer band decreased and eventually vanished
completely while the protein band corresponding to the GlpF dimer
ﬁrst increased and then decreased again. The intensity of the monomer
band reached its maximum at the highest SDS mole fractions, and
together these data support a three-state unfoldingmechanism. In addi-
tion, gel ﬁltration of partly SDS-unfolded GlpF reinforced the SDS-PAGE
results. Having a stable dimeric intermediate along the unfolding path-
way suggests that at least two phases are involved in GlpF unfolding and
the GlpF tetramer forms as a dimer of dimers [75]. Native tetrameric
GlpF was puriﬁed and after incorporation into DDM micelles, addition
of SDS led to the formation of mixed micelles with deﬁned mole
fractions. Although the GlpF tetramer is stable and retains its native
structure on SDS-PAGE gels [28,74], addition of increasing SDS-
concentrations unfolds the protein at least partially. Elevated mole frac-
tions of SDS induce protomer–protomer as well as helix–helix dissocia-
tion, resulting in progressive GlpF unfolding. Importantly, after diluting
out the SDS, the tetrameric GlpF state could be retrieved. Unfolding
under equilibrium conditions was followed by CD and Trp ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy. The spectroscopic data suggested that unfolding of GlpF
involves multiple transitions. The free energy of GlpF unfolding was
determined to be 68.6 kJ/mol, a value that is comparable to other mem-
brane proteins [88–91]. Using CD spectroscopy, two transitions with
midpoints at ~0.22 and 0.62 mole fractions of SDS were observed,
whereas two transitions with midpoints at ~0.35 and ~0.8 were ob-
served when SDS-induced unfolding was followed by Trp ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy (Fig. 6). As the SDS-PAGE analysis had revealed that the
tetramer to monomer dissociation has also a transition midpoint at
~0.8, the change observed by Trp ﬂuorescence spectroscopy might
represent dissociation of the tetramer. Thus, the tetramer is a rather sta-
ble structure and partial unfolding of the protomers appears to precede
tetramer dissociation (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, thedimeric GlpF state seen
on SDS-PAGE gels could not be clearly linked to any of the spectroscop-
ically observed unfolding intermediates. The dimeric folding intermedi-
ate was found to structurally differ, both from the native tetrameric
state and the monomer, by having a reduced level of tertiary structure
with a looser helix packing but with mostly conserved secondary struc-
ture, reminiscent of amolten globule state found in the folding pathway
of soluble proteins [75]. This ﬁnding, again, demonstrates that an oligo-
meric state is beneﬁcial for the GlpF stability and function. A potential
folding pathway, derived from the spectroscopic and SDS-PAGE analysis,
is presented in Fig. 5. However, unfolding of GlpF by heat or urea treat-
ment led to the observation of both, dimeric and trimeric states in SDS-
PAGE analyses [28]. These ﬁndings strongly suggest that the unfolding
pathway depends on the in vitro conditions and a sequential GlpF
unfolding pathway might involve a GlpF trimer. Assuming both trimer
and dimer as true (un)folding intermediates implies that tetramerization
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oligomers (Fig. 5). Together, these results suggest that the tetrameric
state is beneﬁcial for the GlpF stability and function.
4.4. Folding of GlpF in multiple steps
Based on the above presented and discussed observations and con-
siderations, folding of GlpF can be described to involve multiple steps,
at least conceptually (Fig. 5). After membrane insertion of individually
stable TM helices (Step 1), the two homologous GlpF subdomains
assemble (Step 2), and interactions of TMhelices 1+4 or 5+8, respec-
tively, are crucial for subdomain assembly. After pre-assembly of the
two subdomains, interactions between TM helices 2 and 6 mediate
formation of the complete TM helix structure (Step 3), which provides
the structural environment for membrane entry of the half-spanning
helices and thus for formation of a discontinuous TM helix formed by
helices 3 and 7 (Step 4). Thereafter, folded protomers interact to form
the oligomeric GlpF structure, and protomer–protomer interactions
might induce further structural rearrangements within a monomer.
Oligomerization either takes place via capturing individual protomers,
and thus via a progressive growth of the GlpF oligomer (Steps 5, 6, 7),
or alternatively, GlpF dimers form and subsequently interact to form
the tetrameric structure (Steps 5, 7).Fig. 7. Sequence alignment of GlpF and the classical human aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins
Tools/msa/clustalw2/). For clarity, the last C-terminal amino acids of the different aquaporins ar
and a star indicates identical residues. Annotation of TM segments has been performed via Uni
predicted by UniProtKB applying predictive tools such as TMHMM, Memsat, Phobius, the hyd
(AQP3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). TM segments are highlighted in bold. The highly conserved NPAmotifs in
as a consequence of missense mutations in the various AQP genes have been highlighted with
affecting non-conserved residues, in yellow highly conserved residues between GlpF and the cla
tween GlpF and aquaglyceroporins and in blue highly conserved residues within the classical
sources ([133], additionally AQP0 [143], AQP2 [144], AQP4 [145], AQP5 [93], AQP7 [126], AQP85. Mutations affect the structure and function of human aquaporins
Thirteen aquaporins (AQP0–12) consisting of 261–342 amino acids
are expressed in various human tissues where they facilitate the
bidirectional ﬂux of water and small polar solutes across cellular
membranes. Studies with AQP knockout mice have been particularly
helpful in revealing a diverse involvement of human aquaporins in
physiological processes, such as the epithelial ﬂuid transport, tumor
angiogenesis, cell migration and brain edema [92]. Currently, structures
of several aquaporins have been solved, including the human AQP1,
AQP4, AQP5 and bovine AQP0 as well as the two bacterial aquaporins
AqpZ and GlpF (Table 1).
Several variations in the aquaporin-encoding genes have been iden-
tiﬁed in human genomes (Fig. 7). Considering the diverse physiological
functions of human aquaporins, it is not surprising that single amino
acid exchanges can cause severe human diseases. As distinct amino
acids deﬁne the translocation pore at the center of an AQP channel
and establish the selectivity of substrate conductance, direct implica-
tions of amino acid substitutions on AQP activity are possible. Indeed,
this has been observed in case of the human AQP5, where changes in
the pore residues, including the arginine residue of the Ar/R ﬁlter, are
implicated in diffuse nonepidermolytic palmoplantar keratoderma [93].
However, variations in the amino acid composition are generally more. A multiple sequence alignment was prepared using CLUSTAL 2.1 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
e not depicted. One dot highlights conserved residues, two dots highly conserved residues
ProtKB. The annotation is either experimentally proven (GlpF, AQP0, 1, 2, 4, 5) or has been
rophobic moment plot of Eisenberg and co-workers and the ΔGapp prediction server v1.0
the aquaporin sequences are highlighted by a red frame. Residues found to be substituted
respect to their conservation. Highlighted in light gray are single amino acid substitutions,
ssical aquaporins as well as the aquaglyceroporins, in green residues highly conserved be-
aquaporins. Information about the missense mutations was obtained from the following
[141]).
Fig. 8. GxxxG-like motifs. Conserved GxxxG-like motifs frequently mediate and stabilize
tight TM helix–helix interactions. Small residues at the interface of the antiparallel GlpF
TM helices 2 (blue) and 6 (green) are depicted (PDB ID: 1FX8). The interaction between
TM helices 2 and 6 is crucial for the assembly of the two aqua(glycero)porin subdomains.
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direct alteration of protein activity [94,95]. Misfolded AQPs eventually
accumulate in the ERmembrane, as shown for AQP0 and AQP2mutants
[96–99]. However, it is worth mentioning that, besides improper cellu-
lar targeting and ER-retention, mutated AQPs might be functional, and
impaired trafﬁcking, rather than malfunctioning, causes an associated
disease (nephrogenic diabetes insipidus in case of AQP2) [96]. Misfolded
and ER-retained proteins are degraded by the ER-associated degrada-
tion (ERAD) pathways, and once the mutated proteins are exported
into the cytosol, the ubiquitinated proteins are ﬁnally degraded by
the proteasome [100,101]. Consequently, degradation of some AQP2
mutants remained unaffected by inhibitors of downstream vesicle
trafﬁcking and lysosomal proteases [96]. However, other AQP2mutants,
which cause dominant nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, form together
with the wild-type AQP2 monomers hetero-tetrameric assemblies
within the Golgi stacks [102], and from here these proteins are
routed to lysosomes for degradation [103]. Both, lysosomal as well
as proteosomal protein degradation, are involved in degradation of
properly processed wild-type AQPs [104–109], and both appear to
be important for regulating the AQP level in a membrane [110,111].
Thus, ERAD and the lysosome can be involved in degradation of
unstable or misfolded AQPs.
While it is becoming increasingly clear that the lipid bilayer environ-
ment is important for proper folding, assembly and the activity ofmem-
brane proteins [112,113], correct folding of α-helical membrane
proteins strongly depends on TM helix–helix interactions, which are
determined by the amino acid sequence of interacting TM helices [95].
Although the consequences of single amino acid substitutions in
human AQP2, associated with nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, have been
studied in greater detail, the impact of single amino acid exchanges on
the function of other aquaporins, and especially on aquaglyceroporins,
have not been investigated to the same extent yet. In the following, we
discuss the potential impact of a fewmutations that have been observed
in human genome sequences but have so far not been characterized.
These uncharacterizedmutationsof conserved residuesmost likely affect
folding and stability of aqua(glycero)porins and not substrate conduc-
tance directly, as discussed.
5.1. Mutations in GxxxG-like motifs, which mediate tight helix–helix
contacts
TMhelices 2 and 6 tightly interact in aqua(glycero)porins, andmain-
ly small amino acids line the interface [114]. Thus, it is not surprising
that conserved GxxxG-like motifs, which frequently mediate and stabi-
lize TMhelix–helix interactions, can be identiﬁed in both helices (Fig. 8).
In the case of the human AQP0, which mediates water ﬂux and is in-
volved in the formation of junctions in lens ﬁber cells [115–118], one
AxxxGxxxA- and one GxxxA-motif mediate interactions of TM helices
2 and 6 (Step 3 in Fig. 5). The importance of these motifs is evident in
the AQP0 G165D mutant, which is associated with the phenotype of a
lamellar cataract [99]. The respective Gly is highly conserved at this po-
sition (Fig. 7), and the mutated protein is impaired in proper cell traf-
ﬁcking [99]. To determine, whether the mutation affects TM helix
membrane insertion, the apparent free energy (ΔGapp) of insertion of
the affected TM helix into the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) was predicted, employing the ΔG prediction server v1.0 [119]
(values were converted to kJ/mol (1 kcal = 4.18 kJ)). This web-based
server provides a position-dependent prediction of ΔGapp for the inte-
gration of the wt and mutated TM helices. In fact, the mutation of
Gly165 to an Asp decreases the overall hydrophobicity of TM helix 6,
and the transfer free energy increases from 2.27 kJ/mol for the wt
helix to 8.08 kJ/mol for the mutant helix. Thus, membrane insertion of
the mutated helix might already be dramatically impaired when
Gly165 is replaced by Asp (Step 1 in Fig. 5).
Gly165 in AQP0 likely mediates close contact and van der Waals
packing of TM helices 2 and 6 and might even interact via a Cα–H-bond with Gly49 in TM helix 2 [73]. As substitutions of single Gly resi-
dues can severely weaken TM helix–helix interactions [120–122], it is
very likely that Gly165 is crucial for mediating and stabilizing TM
helix–helix interactions along the AQP folding pathway, and in particu-
lar for interaction of the two subdomains (Step 3 in Fig. 5), as described
above. The substitution of Gly by Asp, which has a charged and bulkier
side-chain, in TM helix 6 likely hinders close packing of the two TM
helices (Step 3 in Fig. 5), decreases the possibility for formation of Cα–
H-bonds and thereby likely causes protein misfolding. Furthermore,
by virtue of its polar side-chain, Asp can establish new TM helix–helix
interactions [120,123–125], which might also affect the AQP0 folding
pathway, yielding misfolded or unstable protein.
Similar effects will most likely occur in the case of the G264V muta-
tion in TM helix 8 of AQP7 [126]. AQP7 is mainly expressed in adipose
tissue, where itmaintains the efﬂux of glycerol, but is also found in testis
and the kidney [127–129]. The AQP7 residueGly264 is highly conserved
in aquaglyceroporins and classical aquaporins. In theG264Vmutant, the
glycerol conductance was severely impaired [126], and the mutation
was found to correlate with a lower plasma glycerol level during exer-
cise. Normally, the plasma glycerol level increases upon energy demand
due to fasting or exercise to maintain hepatic gluconeogenesis. Gly264
is the middle Gly in a conserved GxxxGxxxG glycine zipper-motif,
with some Gly being replaced by other small amino acids in some aqua-
porins (Fig. 7) [72,73]. This motif is expected to be of structural signiﬁ-
cance, as it allows tight TM helix–helix interactions between TM
helices 5 and 8 (Step 2 in Fig. 5) andmight be important for proper fold-
ing of the second AQP subdomain, as discussed above for the GlpF fold-
ing pathway. Asmentioned, interactions of the parallel TMhelices 1 and
4, aswell as of TMhelices 5 and 8, contribute to early steps in the folding
of the respective GlpF subdomains (Step 2 in Fig. 5). The corresponding
Gly residue in GlpF, Gly243, was suggested to be involved in an inter-
helical Cα–H-bondnetwork, acting both as a hydrogen donor and accep-
tor [73]. Such networks of Cα–H-bonds are thought to contribute not
only to helix–helix interactions but also to the overall protein stability,
especially in channel proteins [130,131]. Importantly, prediction of the
ΔGapp of insertion indicates that membrane insertion of the mutated
TM helix is not impaired compared to the wt helix (−0.67 kJ/mol and
−4.14 kJ/mol for the wt and the mutated helices, respectively). There-
fore, subdomain misfolding or destabilization of the AQP7 structure,
caused by the substitution of Gly by Val, very likely causes the observed
decrease in protein activity. This has, however, not been tested experi-
mentally yet.
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The AQP7 A100T mutant has not been characterized yet [132,133].
The corresponding residue in GlpF is Ala74 (Fig. 7) that resides in the
half-membrane-spanning helix 3 and is highly conserved in classical
aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins. Ala74 does not contribute to the lin-
ing of the channel pore but packs against Met160 in TM helix 5 and
Ala244, Ile245 and Ala248 in TM helix 8. As discussed above, small res-
idues are frequently found at helix–helix interfaces in both globular and
membrane proteins, as they allow tight packing of helices, enhancing
strong helix–helix interactions via van der Waals forces, electrostatic
interactions and the formation of H-bonds [134,135]. Small residues
(Gly, Ala, Ser, Thr) are also frequently found in aquaporins at helix–
helix interfaces [136]. Substituting the AQP7 residue Ala100 by Thr
changes a small, nonpolar residue to a slightly larger but polar amino
acid side-chain located within a cluster of hydrophobic residues.
This might weaken or alter the helix–helix interactions between the
half-spanning helix 3 and TM helices 5 and 8. For example, amino
acids with hydroxyl side-chains have been shown to be able to form
intra-helical H-bonds with carbonyl oxygen atoms (i-3 or i-4), thereby
inducing or stabilizing a bending of the particular helix geometry
[137–139] possibly leading to a destabilized fold. Alternatively, any
interruption of the interactions between TM helix 3 in domain 1 and
TM helices 5 and 8 in domain 2, could prevent proper assembly of the
tertiary structure at the point where the reentrant loops help assemble
the two sub-domains (Step 4, Fig. 5). New electrostatic interactions or
H-bonds to Thr100 might alter the folding pathway producing off-
pathway intermediates.
5.3. Mutations at helix–helix interfaces
AQP8 is expressed in pancreatic and colonic epithelial cells and is
also found in the testis, kidney, small intestine and the liver. Besides
having a high water permeability, AQP8 is additionally permeable to
ammonia and free radicals [140]. The expression level of AQP8 in colon-
ic epithelial cells is associated with colorectal tumors [10]. A known
AQP8mutation in humans is I229M [141]. Based on the known aquapo-
rin structures, the residue Ile229 is located far away from the conserved
NPAmotifs in TMhelix 8 and is not directly involved in formation of the
substrate pore. Thus, if themutation affects protein activity, this is more
probably caused by an impaired protein structure or folding pathway.
The hydrophobic nature of the residue substituted in this human
AQP8 variant is conserved in aquaporins (in some cases Val is found),
and the prediction of ΔGapp of insertion indicates that membrane inser-
tion of the mutated TM helix is not impaired (−10.3 kJ/mol and−9.9
kJ/mol for the wt and the mutated helices, respectively). The residue
corresponding to I229 in GlpF is V235. This residue resides in a hydro-
phobic cluster with Phe145, Ala148, Phe149 and the methylenes of
Glu152, all belonging to TM helix 5. TM helices 5 and 8 are proposed
to form an early intermediate in the formation of the second subdomain
(Step 2 in Fig. 5), and weakening of this interaction could result in
misfolding or instability. However, the substitution of Ile by Met does
not introduce a dramatic change in polarity, and the steric conse-
quences might be minor, suggesting that the I229M mutation might
not be deleterious.
6. Conclusions and outlook
Aquaporins are polytopic TM channel proteins that selectively facili-
tate the ﬂux of water across cellular membranes thereby carefully main-
taining water homeostasis in various human tissues and across the
biosphere. While in the last decade aquaporin substrate translocation
and speciﬁcity were studied in greater detail, comprehensive information
on aquaporin folding, dynamics and regulation are rather rare. While
many of the observations described in recent years allow us to propose
a complex folding pathway, especially some differences between thein vitro protein folding experiments and the in vivo folding process have
to be clariﬁed. Further research also needs to be performed concerning
aquaporin oligomerization and its implications on the conductance of
gaseous substrates.
Variousmutations in human genes coding for aquaporinswere iden-
tiﬁed in the past. While some of them are structurally and functionally
well characterized, the majority of the identiﬁed mutations remain
uncharacterized. Importantly, while mutated proteins might still form
functional water and/or glycerol channels, the proteins are destabilized,
resulting in defective cellular routing and ER-dependent degradation
[96]. Inhibition of Hsp90,which is believed to interactwith andpromote
ER-dependent degradation, has already partially rescued the defects in
cellular routing of an AQP2 mutant [98]. Thus, modulating the protein
quality control system and cellular trafﬁcking might be a promising
pharmacological strategy to treat diseases associated with aquaporin
misfolding. Similar strategies are e.g. currently being followed for the
treatment of cystic ﬁbrosis [142]. By understanding the mechanisms
underlying aquaporin substrate conduction and folding in greater detail,
the impact of aquaporin mutations can be derived and understood.
Existing structural and functional data can be utilized to deduce infor-
mation on the impact of single amino acid substitutions, as shown
in this review. In the future, such detailed analyses will facilitate the
diagnosis of human diseases implicated with aquaporins and might be
the basis for developing drugs targeting human aquaporins.
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